In key frame extraction of multi-resolution remote sensing image using traditional key frame image feature extraction method, only the feature information of remote sensing images, rather than cluster operation of the remote sensing images is considered, which leads to low efficiency and poor quality of extraction results. To this end, the key frame extraction algorithm of multiresolution remote sensing image under quality constraint was proposed. Through similarity between image features and the selected image frame, rough key frame can be extracted. On this basis, the key frame extraction of multi resolution remote sensing image based on quality constraints was used to perform clustering operation for multiresolution remote sensing image corresponding to rough key frame, which shortened the time length for retrieval of key frame image. According to the clustering results, multi-resolution remote sensing images were divided into several clusters. The key frame of each cluster can be obtained by calculating the distance between remote sensing image and cluster center. For key frames that had been determined, their quality was evaluated to meet standard, so as to realize effective extraction of key frame of multi-resolution remote sensing images. The experimental results show that the proposed method can significantly improve the quality of key frame extraction of multiresolution remote sensing images.
Introduction
Remote sensing image is the main form of information media in the field of information processing. Most of the acquired remote sensing images are disordered images, which have the characteristics of large number, large information redundancy and uneven quality. Therefore, the problem of information processing is no longer the lack of content of remote sensing images, but how to effectively extract the required data according to the data characteristics of digital images, which is the key frame extraction technology. Key frame is also called representative frame, which represents one or more images of the main content of digital image. Under the quality constraints, key frame extraction of disordered multi-resolution remote sensing image can greatly reduce the amount of data processing.
Remote sensing image is an important representation of information in geoprocessing. Most of remote sensing images obtained by satellite are multi-resolution images, which have large data size, insignificant feature information, poor image quality. Therefore, it has become one of hot issues to extract key frames of multi-resolution remote sensing images. In traditional image feature-based key frame extraction method, only the feature information of image rather than clustering operation should be considered, which may lead to low efficiency and poor quality of extracted key frames [1] . To solve such problem, this paper proposes a key frame extraction method of multi-resolution remote sensing image under quality constraints, which can significantly improve the efficiency and quality in key frame extraction of multi-resolution remote sensing images.
Key Frame Extraction of Multi-Resolution Remote Sensing Image Based on Quality Constraints

Key frame extraction algorithm based on image feature
Key frames refer to the multi-resolution images which have special feature and need to be immediately extracted in remote sensing images obtained by satellite. The content of this type of images can represent the key contents of remote sensing image obtained by satellite. However, there is a variety of remote sensing images having special feature [2] . Therefore, it is necessary to quickly extract key frames from enormous amount of multi-resolution remote sensing images and enhance the retrieval rate of multiresolution remote sensing images. Based on the features of selected multi-resolution remote sensing images, the similarity between image feature and selected image frame was calculated according to equation (1):
In Formula (1), n represents the upper limit of the number of key frames extracted from the resolution remote sensing image, and f i represents the number of key frames extracted from the resolution remote sensing image.
Extracting key features from image base according to equation (2):
Calculating the similarities among key features of multiresolution remote sensing images according to equation (3)
In equation (1), t i represents a certain feature vector of a certain key frame multi-resolution remote sensing image [3] ; in equation (2) , p i is the feature vector exclusively owned by key frame, and the difference between t i and p i indicates a certain change of a key frame image; in equation (3), w i represents the weight of a multi-resolution remote sensing image. The comparison of similarity is performed according to a preset threshold value, if the threshold value is met, the remote sensing image is the key frame, otherwise it is not the key frame.
It can be known from above analyses that to obtain accurate key frame of feature image, the key is to have the exclusively-owned feature vector which significantly differs from other feature vectors, i.e. when the difference between t i and p i is large, the calculation results based on equation (3) are more accurate [3] . In normal situations, the feature information contained in multi-resolution remote sensing images obtained by satellite contain are similar to each other, it is impossible to recognize and obtain accurate key frame using subtraction of feature vectors. To solve such problem, a key frame extraction algorithm of multi-resolution remote sensing images based on quality constraints was proposed in this study.
Key frame extraction algorithm of multi-resolution remote sensing images based on quality constraints
Clustering operation for the multi-resolution remote sensing image corresponding to rough key frame was performed. N multi-resolution remote sensing images were divided into severe clusters according to clustering operation results [4] ; The clustering center of each cluster was calculated, and the image which is closest to the clustering center was selected as the key frame; The quality of Figure 1 shows the extraction flow of key frame. For extraction of key frame of multi-resolution remote sensing images, technical support and algorithms are required, which is beneficial for extracting key frames from massive amount of multi-resolution remote sensing images [5] . Data clustering technique has been used for large data-sized image base for classification of image feature and improvement of key frame extraction rate A preset K value is required for K-means clustering algorithm, i.e. selecting k images from all multi-resolution remote sensing images as clustering center, then an image is selected from the remaining images, and the similarity distances between such image can k clustering centers are calculated. The cluster which has the smallest distance is selected as belonging cluster. It is worth noting that for every one multi-resolution image is increased in k clusters, the similarity distance between image and clustering center should be recalculated.
In this study, the k value is automatically determined according to the image content contained in multiresolution remote sensing image [6] . The concrete process is described as follow. Each multi-resolution remote sensing image is segmented into M blocks, M=6, then the mean and variance of textural feature of segmented image are set to m l and e 2 l , which can be expressed by equation (4) and (5) , respectively:
In equation (4) and (5), D represents the row number and column number of blocks of segmented image, 1 represents the No. of block, x l (i, j) represents the pixel of block The means and variances of M image blocks are selected as the feature vectors of a complete multi-resolution remote sensing image:
Normalized operation of feature vectors is conducted [7] . Suppose the original vector expression is [f1, f 2 , . . . , f M ],f i = m i , the equation of normalized operation is shown as (7):
e and m represent the standard deviation and mean of original feature vector in equation (7), respectively. After normalization process, the feature vector can be expressed as [F1, F 2 , . . . , F M ]. In this study, two of multiresolution remote sensing images will be selected, of which the feature vector expressions after normalization are [Fa1, F a2 , . . . , F aM ] and [F b1 , F b2 , . . . , F bM ], the similarity distance between two images can be calculated by equation (8).
The calculation equation for the mean value of the sum of similarity distances between two random remote sensing images is shown as equation (9), T is the threshold value [8] .
In equation (9), N represents the total number of multiresolution remote sensing images, the similarity in content between two remote sensing images is evaluated by similarity distance [9] , if the similarity distance is smaller than T value, indicating the two images belong to the same cluster, vice versa. The K-means clustering operation proposed in this study is described as follow 1. The first multi-resolution remote sensing image F 1 is put in the cluster k 1 , and such image is regarded as the clustering center. 2. For the next remote sensing image F i , the value of i varies between 2 and N, N represents the number of multi-resolution remote sensing images 3. The Cluster K j (j = 1, 2, . . . Nc) obtained based on
has similarity distance as dist(F i , K jc ), K jc represents the clustering center of cluster K j , the shortest similarity distance between K jc and K i is calculated, if the result is no more than threshold T, then such remote sensing image belongs to cluster K j , and the new clustering center is calculated [10] . 4. If the shortest similarity distance between K jc and K i is larger than threshold T, indicating such image has already existed in any of clusters, with no similarity, and such multi-resolution remote sensing image should be classified into another new cluster. 5. According to step (2) to (4), clustering operations of all multi-resolution remote sensing images are per-formed [11] to classify the images into different clusters K j (j = 1, 2, . . . Nc). Through clustering operation, N multi-resolution remote sensing images can be segmented into different clusters. In each cluster, the remote sensing image which is closest to clustering center is selected as key frame. The sum of key frames of all clusters constitute the key frame of all remote sensing image.
Evaluation of quality of key frame extraction
The evaluation process of quality of key frame of multiresolution remote sensing image is describe as follow:
1. Fuzzy processing of multi-resolution remote sensing image F k is performed to obtained fuzzy imageb:
Where bv and b H represent the low-pass filter processed image of multi-resolution remote sensing image F k in vertical and horizontal direction, respectively; h h and hv represent the vertical and horizontal model of filter, respectively [12] . 2. Before filter processing of multi-resolution remote sensing image F k , the errors of adjacent pixels in vertical and horizontal direction are calculated, which are expressed by Dfv(i, j) and Df H (i, j), respectively. The errors of adjacent pixels of Fig.b (obtained by fuzzy processing)in vertical and horizontal direction are Dbv(i, j) and Db H (i, j), the calculation equation for the variation of difference value between two adjacent pixels is shown as below:
3. Both step (1) and (2) describe the calculation of pixel [13] . To obtain all the differences in one remote sensing image, the sum of all differences between adjacent pixels in the image must be calculated.
Through normalized processing, we can obtain
The Clear value is the quality evaluation results of key frame extraction of multi-resolution remote sensing image [14] , which varies between 0 and 1. The larger the Clear value is, the more clear the extracted key frame image is, vice versa. If the key frame results of extracted multi-resolution remote sensing image meet the requirements, then the extracted results can be regarded as key frame; otherwise, return to cluster for re-extraction of key frame [15] . The process continuously proceed until the extracted key frame meets the quality requirement.
Experimental Analysis
The effectiveness of proposed method was experimentally validated. In this experiment, data collected in gagamatch platform (www.gagamatch.com), 30 multi-resolution remote sensing images were collected from 5 different scenes (6 images for each scene). The multi-resolution remote sensing images, all of which are 640*480 in pixel, were segmented into 16 blocks, from each block 16 feature vectors were extracted. Table 1 shows the calculation results of feature vectors of 30 multi-resolution remote sensing images by proposed method [16] [17] [18] [19] . The threshold T value of 30 remote sensing images calculated by equation (9) is 46.5. According to Table 1 , it can be known that the difference in feature vector of 16 segmented blocks is small, the error range is within 0-0.5; The simultaneous comparison of 30 selected 30 remote sensing images shows that the feature vectors of remote sensing images collected from the same environment are similar to each other, while the feature vectors of multi-resolution remote sensing images collected from different environments are significantly differ- ent [20] . Therefore, it can be concluded that the difference in similarity distance of multi-resolution remote sensing images collected from the same environment is small, and far smaller than the threshold value; in contrast, the difference in similarity distance of multi-resolution remote sensing images collected from different environments is large, and far larger than the threshold value [21] . The proposed method was used for clustering processing of remote sensing images selected in experiment. If the similarity distance of multi-resolution remote sensing images collected from different environments is smaller than threshold value, the remote sensing images are classified into the same cluster, otherwise a new cluster should be established.
The key frames of remote sensing images that have been classified were extracted, and the image which is closest to clustering center is selected as key frame. Figure 2 shows key frames extracted from different clusters. The evaluation results of key frame quality are shown in Table 2.
In evaluation of quality of key frame extracted from multi-resolution remote sensing images using proposed method, an objective and realistic evaluation criterion should be adopted to validate the effectiveness of proposed method. In this experiment, INRIA Holidays dataset provided by VGG group of Oxford University was selected as research objects. 10 images were randomly selected from such dataset, and the quality evaluation value of each image was calculated. Figure 3 shows the 10 test images. Table 3 lists the quality evaluation results of test images. According to Table 3 , the mean value of quality evaluation results of 10 images is 0.50. If using such value as the evaluation standard for ordinary image, there will be no images meeting the standard. Therefore, the value of 0.35 was adopted as the evaluation standard of extracted key frame quality. If the quality evaluation result of multiresolution remote sensing image is less than 0.35, the extracted key frame will be deleted and re-extracted for quality evaluation, until the extracted value of key frame is no less than 0.35.
As shown in Table 2 , the quality evaluation results of key frame 2 is 0.27, which is lower than standard value 0.35. Moreover, the image background of key frame 2 is fuzzy and the overall quality of image is poor, which cannot meet the requirement. Therefore, we returned to the Table 4 . From Table 4 , the quality evaluation result of key frame re-extracted from multi-resolution remote sensing image meet the standard and the requirement of quality constraints. This indicates that the proposed method is effective in extracting key frame from multi-resolution remote sensing images under quality constraints.
Conclusion
In view of the characteristics of traditional multiresolution remote sensing image key frame extraction technology, such as large number of extraction, large in-formation redundancy and uneven quality, a key frame extraction method of multi-resolution remote sensing image based on quality constraints is proposed. For the multiresolution remote sensing image of coarse key frame, clustering operation can shorten the time length of key frame image retrieval. According to the clustering results, multi-resolution remote sensing images are divided into several categories. By calculating the distance between remote sensing image and cluster center, the key frame of each cluster is obtained. The quality of the key frame is evaluated to reach the standard, and the key frame of multi-resolution remote sensing image is extracted effectively. The experimental results show that this method can significantly improve the quality of key frame extraction of remote sensing image, and get the key frame satisfying the quality requirements. In the future, how to reduce the key frame extraction time of multi-resolution remote sensing image can be further studied.
